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SEEKING THE REAL DONALD J TRUMP 
Author – Dr. Rick McKinney, Sr. 

November 2, 2020 
		
	“Trump	Isn’t	Hitler”	is	the	name	of	an	article	written	by	Dr.	Charles	M.	Blow	and	
posted	by	the	New	York	Times,	October	10,	2017.		It	began	with	a	logical	opening	
statement	that	“it	is	a	commonly	accepted	rule	among	those	who	are	in	the	
business	of	argument,	especially	online,	that	he	or	she	who	invokes	Adolf	Hitler,	
either	in	oratory	or	essays,	automatically	forfeits	the	argument.”				
	
The reason given for that conclusion was that “Hitler stands alone in this regard, without 
rival; that Hitler’s evil record is too extreme, too explosive, too far beyond rational 
correlation. That what he did can never be allowed again.”  
 
The author then wrote that “although a direct comparison  (of Trump and Hitler) is 
useless, a study and discussion about the lying of Hitler and Trump can be debated”.  
There will be “useful information about  their use of lying, propaganda,” Hitler’s  
strategies used to secure power, his murderous reign, his political theory and practice.” 
The author devoted the next 3 pages to the issue of “Hitler and Trump as Liars” and 
how Hitler used lying and Trump is now using lying and manipulation to capture 
followers and their use of emotionality to control their captives.  
 
The information and discussion in the next 3 pages focused on both Hitler and Trump as 
big time Liars, was well done and would benefit a host of politically confused citizens. 
 
However,	I	did	not	buy	into	the	author’s	beginning	concept	that	Hitler	is	beyond	
argumentative	comparisons	because	I	was	(am)	suspicious	that	we	are	facing	some	
very	unpredictable	wicked	days	led	by	this	President.	As	he	progressively	
*regresses	downward,	he	is	taking	our	Democratic	system	and	country	downward	
with	him.	His	evil	behaviors	and	plans	are	flooding	the	atmosphere	with	tragedy	by	
land,	sea	and	forest	(per	the	new	understanding	of	Energetics).		
 
My Purpose 
 
My purpose for writing this document is 1) to answer why I don’t buy into the opening 
statement of the above author nor his conclusion; 2)  to explain  why I believe that the 
last 4 years with Trump as President demonstrates that without intense robust debate, 
and blowback, he has  become bold in defiling our democracy and democratic 
institutions, while dividing every faction of the United State, forcing an unnecessary 
show-down to make “America Sane Again” and 3) and to answer the question we all 
want to know – Who is the Real Donald J Trump? I believe that somebodies will lose. 
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Our prayers and activities should be geared to making sure that it is not our democracy 
regardless of the cost. 
 
Who is the real Donald J. Trump? 
 
It’s pitiful that the USA allowed a dubious person who is a proven con man, thief and 
racist with no service record to the USA of any kind, including tax paying, military or 
political service. (Rules have to be established to prevent such in the future.) However, 
in our democracy even Trump deserves a fair and objective research with factual 
findings and conclusions for JUST determinations. I will attempt to make this document 
clear and as simple as possible so that as many as possible can read and understand my 
findings.  
 
Important Volunteered Information from Trump’s First and Current Wives. 
  
Melania – Current Wife and mother of one male child with Trump. She volunteered the 
information, when talking to the media, she assured the media, that her husband 
“Donald Trump, is not Hitler” which was also the finding and title of the author of the 
document I described above. 
 
I can agree with Melania, Trump’s current wife, that Trump “is no Hitler” but for 
different reasons. So in search for ‘Who Trump Really Is’ I would not attempt to prove 
that he is Hitler. To a Psychologist and Human Profiler, Hitler was a hateful stone-cold 
killer (Amoral-without emotional feelings for others), person who joined the German 
army in World War I, and went into the frontline of war to kill as many Russians as he 
could. When he was wounded and taken behind the lines for repair and recouping he 
was offered a support position behind the line of fire and refused it because he had not 
killed enough Russians. His superior would not grant his wish so Hitler left and went to 
a small German village that would not have his records, and demanded to be signed up 
for front line duty. However, shortly after his re-signing, Germany surrendered to 
Russia and he felt cheated and disappointed at not being able to kill more Russians. 
Later on he ended up in prison, where he wrote his master book “Mien Kumpf” (“My 
Life”). It was 900 pages based on  “how to flip a Democratic Nation into a 
Dictatorship.” A step by step how-to-do it, including how to conqueror European 
countries, including Russia. He developed a plan for killing millions of his Russian 
enemies to get revenge for Russia winning World War I. Additionally, Hitler wouldn’t 
rest well with  learning that Trump was a 5-time draft dodger, not willing to go into 
military service on behalf of his country. Hitler would be more out-raged by a draft 
dodger degrading wounded and captive soldiers as being weak and stupid. Knowing 
Hitler he would respond by …. – Use your imagination and fill in the blank. 
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Ivana- 1st wife of Trump and mother of 3 adult children.  In 1990 she volunteered 
information to her lawyer, Michael Kennedy, that her husband reads one of Hitler’s 
books, ‘My New Order’ and keeps it in a cabinet by his bed. Her lawyer passed on this 
very important information to Vanity Fair who published it. (Vanity Fair is a monthly 
Magazine, which publishes Entertainment, Political and other Cultural News.) 
 
*I	believe	that	Ivana	in	1990	relayed	information	to	her	lawyer,	Michael	Kennedy,	
and	he	forward	the	information	to	“Vanity	Fair”	who	reported	it	to	the	public	that	
according	to	her,	her	husband	Donald	Trump,	reads	one	of	Hitler’s	books,	‘My	New	
Order’	and	keeps	it	in	a	cabinet	by	his	bed.”	I	believe	that	this	statement	is	true,	but	
when	she	was	asked	if	she	knew	of	any	other	related	information	regarding	her	
husband	and	Hitler,	she	answered	no,	or	none	that	she	could	recall	or	she	was	
bound	by	a	divorce	document	she	signed	in8hibiting	her	from	revealing	certain	
information	about	Trump.		Even	if	after	being	married	to	him	for	15	years	and	3	
children,	that	answer	may	have	been	true,	but	I	felt	(had	a	pre-research	hunch)	
that	her	answer	was	grossly	and	greatly	incomplete	by	means	of	logic	and	common	
sense.	So	then	I	began	an	investigation,	first	of	trump	and	Hitler’s	“My	New	Order”	
book	that	Trump	was	reading/studying	and	I	identified	some	interesting	
information	that	supported	my	hunch.		
	
The	content	of	‘My	New	Order’	is	mostly	a	book	of	Hitler’s	speeches	and	some	of	
his	autobiography	(talking	about	himself).	The	original	book	was	1,008	pages	and	
only	printed	in	hard	bindings.	When	this	book	came	to	the	USA	and	was	translated	
to	English,	it	was	then	printed	in	paperback	in	two	Volumes	(I	and	II).		Here	is	
where	logic	fits	in.	It	is	not	logical	for	Trump,	to	waste	time	reading	a	thousand	
pages	(2	volumes	of	500	pages	each),	which	are	mostly	Hitler’s	successful	
speeches,	if	he	wasn’t	planning	to	use	the	material.		
	
Today,	we	all	witness	Trump’s	use	of	this	information	in	his	speeches,	from	volume	
I	and	II,	beginning	when	he	joined	in	the	political	race	for	President.	He	adopted	
Hitler’s	techniques	of	speaking	to	crowds	using	one	&	two	syllable	words,	also	in	
his	tweeting	and	other		observable	manipulating	and	communicating	styles	that	he	
uses.	Some	of	us	have	observed	him	speak	at	his	mass	meetings	when	he	twists	his	
head	sideways,	pouching	up	his	lips	and	slowly	speak	using	hand	or	arm	
movement,	pointing	to	sections	of	the	audience,	then	begin	re-uttering	his	last	
thought	multiple	times.	All	these		are	tactics	taken	from	the	first	two	volumes	of	
Hitler’s	book	‘My	New	Order’.	Check	out	how	Trump	spoke	on	TV	etc.	for	decades.	
He	never	used	these	communication	tactic	before	his	run	for	president.			
	
The	Mystery	to	be	Solved	
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A	perplexing	mystery	to	be	solved	on	the	pathway	of	finding	out	who	is	the	Real	
Trump.		The	questions	of	when	and	how	did	he	study	and	learn	the	base	
information	in	Hitler’s	first	book	‘Mein	Kumpf’,	900	pages	of	how	to	flip	over	a	
Democratic	nation	to	a	Dictatorship	is	important.		
	
When	we	watch	Trump	and	hear	him	attack	all	of	the	systems	of	our	Democracy	as	
being	outdated	and	crooked;	our	constitution	worthless;	our	courts	as	being	bias;	
past	Presidents	as	being	inferior	to	him;	taking	credit	for	other’s	achievements;	
and	thus	dividing	our	Nation	using	these	tactics,	he		is	deep	into	Hitler’s	first	book,	
‘Mien	Kumpf’.	Shortly	I	will	demonstrate	how	deep	Trump	is	in	the	knowledge	of	
all			three	books.	
	
In	my	quest	to	find	the	real	trump,	I	must	further	investigate	a	reasonable	time-line	
for		acquiring	and	reading	2,000	pages	of	these	3	Hitler’s	books,	with	the	
understanding	that	he	seems	to		still	be	using	the	books	as	guidelines	for	his	
roadmap,	as	President	of	the	United	States.		So,	I	did	more	researching,	getting	
more	data	to	crunch	some	numbers	in	search	of	a	timeline	or	a	reasonable	
conjecture,	about	the	Real	Trump,	and	who,	when,	why	and/or	how	they		knew	the	
REAL	Trump.		
	
Information	Data	
	
	#1.	Trump	was	born	on	June14,	1946,	therefore	he	was	born	a	year	after	the	Nazi	
Army	surrendered	to	the	Allies,	including	Russia	and	after	Hitler	had	killed	himself	
and	his	new	wife.	
#2.	Trump’s	first	marriage	was	in	1977	at	the	age	of	31		
#3.	He	was	married	for	15	years,	and	divorced	at	the	age	of	46	
#4.	His	wife	identified	that	Donald	Trump,	her	husband,	was	studying	Hitler’s	book	
‘My	New	Order’	(New	Government).	What	we	don’t	know	is	if	the	book	she	saw	
Trump	reading	was	Volume	1	or	Volume	2,	being	500	pages	each.		Logically	
reading	books	set	up	in	continuous	information,		you	would	read	the	first	book	
written	first	-	900	pages	of	basic	how-to	information,	and	then	read		volume#1	of	
the	2nd	book	followed	by	read	the	volume	2,	information	in	the	3nd	book.	I	felt	like	I	
could	be	the	on	the	wrong	track	about	these	books.	Instead	of	reading	these	books,	
he	may	have	been	just	reviewing	them.	
	
Although	I	had	pieced	together		information	on	Trump	and	the	three	books	of	
Hitler,	logically	in	the	order	of	use	by	Trump,	I	was	having	trouble	finding	a	time	
line	for	him	to	study	and	master	the	large	volume	of		information.	When	did	he	get	
into	the	material?		Could	it	have	been	at	the	elementary	school	he	attended	or	the	
private	Military	School	he	attended	from	age	13	to	17?	I	checked	out	both	schools	
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and	found	no	evidence	that	they	were	involved.	He	then	attended	two	colleges	each	
for	two	years.	I	am	familiar	with	both	of	the	colleges	and	his	Business	degree	and	
can’t	see	them	being	involved	in	anyway.			There	was	no	possibility	that		these	four	
schools	were	educating	kids	to	be	Nazis.	They	were	not	in	the	timeline	I	was	
looking	for.	So	for	the	moment	I	was	stuck	without	the	missing	data	verifying	
Trump’s	direct	connection	to	Hitler.	And	then	Trump	entered	the	2016	
Presidential	Run	as	a	Republican.	He	was	a	different	person.		He	entered	the	race	at	
the	right	time.	He	was	at	war	with	Republican	candidates		in	the	Republican	
debates.	Using	Hitler’s	materials	and	techniques	he	brutally	and	verbally	smashed	
each	of	the		Republican	candidates	for	President,	and	he	become	the	Republican	
choice	to	battle		Hilary	Clinton,	the	Democratic	choice	for	President.	She	was	a		
former	US	Secretary	of	State,	and	wife	of	former	US	President,	Bill	Clinton	and	the	
odds	to	win	the	presidency.				
	
Again	Trump	using	Hitler’s	tactics,	went	to	war	against	Hillary,	and	even	with	help	
from	Russia	he	lost	the	popular	vote	by	millions	but	at	the	last	minutes	of		conflict,	
was	saved	by	the	Electoral	Votes	of	48%	of	the	American	Germany	Ethnic	Group’s	
44	million	members.	His	wining	the	US	Presidency	shocked	the	world.	It	raised	my	
suspicions!	I	was	born	before	Hitler	started	World	War	II	and	remembered	the	
terror	of	the	Nazis	and	as	both	a	student	and	professional,	studied	Hitler,	the	
Holocaust,	the	war,	the	German	population	and	culture,	beginning	with	Martin	
Luther	and	the	Protestant	Revolution.	Siting	in	front	of	my	television	watching	
President	Trump	and	the	Republican	Party	celebrate,	I	felt	Déjà	Vu	of	Hitler	finally	
coming	to	the	USA.		
	
Trump	Using	Hitler’s	1st	book	“Mein	Kumpf”-the	Nazi’s	Basic	Textbook	
	
After	becoming	President,	from	day	1,	we	experienced		Trump		using	Hitler’s	
words,	style	and	tactics	from	Hitler’s	first	book	(Mien	Kumpf).	He	was	bold,	defiant	
and	was	working	with		Hitler’s	basic	Nazi	materials	and	Blueprints.	Most	
Americans		did	not	imagine	that	Trump	was	playing	for	the	end	game	of	how	to	flip	
a	Democracy	to	a	Dictatorship	overnight,	because	very	few	citizens	believed	that	it	
could	be	done	in	the	USA.		But	Trump	immediately	was	on	track	toward	achieving	
that	mission	in	our	faces.		
	
Additionally,	Trump	also	began	using	Hitler’s	organizational	information	and	
tactics,	related	to	large	and	small	groups	that	were	not	a	part	of	Hitler’s	‘My	New	
Order’	volume	1	or	2.		All	of	these	tools	that	he	was	now	using	came	from	Hitler’s	
first	book	–	Mien	Kumpf,	which	validates	that	he	had	already	read	and	studied	the	
first	book,	Mien	Kumpf,	a	how-to	flip	a	Democracy	to	a	Dictatorship	before	he	read	
about	how-to	communicate	with	the	crowd.	He	was	shockingly	and	professionally	
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using	Hitler’s	techniques,	to	the	degree	that	many	researchers,	like	myself,	could	
only	wait	to	see	what	was	next.	Then	he	again	baffled	America	with	his	friendship	
with	Russia	and	its	Dictator	Putin,	while	insulting	Germany	and	other	USA	Allied	
Countries.	He	was	using	Hitler’s	technique	of	distraction.	For	example,	Hitler	used	
the	Jewish	communities	as	a	public	focus	and	constant	emotional	discussion,	even	
using	German	teenagers	to	publicly	irritate,	bully,	and	destroy	Jews	and	their	
business,		so	that	he	could	secretly	begin	his	1st	major	Project	named	Aktion	T4	to	
begin	killing	Elderly	Germans	with	a	goal	of		murdering	30,000	Elderly	behind	
closed	hospital	and	nursing	home	doors.			
i	
In	2019	Trump	was	moving	around	as	a	dictator	who	was	not	responsible	for	
anything	he	did	or	claimed	that	he	did	not	do.	‘Hitler’	who	was	befriending	
Dictators,	and	Enemies	of	the	United	States,	but	removing	the	US	from	American	
European	partners.			He	had	become	a		of	friend	of	America’s	enemies.	There	was	
the	dictator	of	North	Korea,	then	China	etc.	While	I	was	watching	the	entire	scene	
and	continually	researching	for	data	for	my	task	of	identifying	the	Real	Trump,	he	
was	having	the	time	of	his	life	walking	on	everybody,	including	manipulating		the	
USA	business	world,	the	church,	congress	and	the	USA	population.	He	was	in	
Hitler’s	heaven,	until	the	COVID-19	virus	hit	America	and	he	began	to	manipulate	it	
for	his	own	purposes.	He	was	then	falling	out	of	Hitler’s	heaven	into	Hitler’s	hell.						
	
Then	It	Happened	for	Me!		
	
My	long	hours	of	research,	and	gathering	data	for	putting	the	Trump	Puzzle	pieces	
together	paid	off.			I	found	the	following	information	of	the	content	of	Hitler’s	three	
books	in	charts	and	other	materials	including			lists	of	strategies	and	profiles		(do’s	
and	don’t	)	in	order	to	dominate	large	numbers	of	people.	Many	of	which	were	
identified	as	a	Hitler	Profile	put	together	and	tested	by	a	USA	agency	in	order	to	
understand	Hitler	and	his	administration,	as	the	USA	prepared	to	go	to	war	with	
Hitler.		
	
Below	are	two	profiles	of	24	different	do’s	and	don’t	in	setting	up	for	flipping	a	
Democracy	to	a	one	man	Dictatorship.	Read	them	and	determine	which	is	Hitler’s	
profile	and	which	is	Trump’s?	
	
Profile	#1	
1) Never allow the public to cool off;  
2) Never admit a fault or wrong;  
3) Never concede that there may be some good in your enemy;  
4) Never leave room for alternatives;  
5) Never accept blame;  
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6) Concentrate on one enemy at a time; 
7) Blame that enemy for everything that goes wrong 
8) People will believe a big lie sooner than a little one; and  
9) If you repeat it frequently enough people will sooner or later believe it. 
10) Take advantage of every opportunity to raise a political whirlwind. 
11) Always divide and conquer your enemies 
12) Always take credit for something someone else has accomplished 
13) Always embarrass your enemy 
14) Always do others before they do you 
15) Always Steal from the poor and give to the rich 
16) Always keep the light on you 
17)  Always seek to maintain control of everything and everyone 
18)  Always use a leaser issue to cover the bigger issue 
19)  If a person is disloyal get rid of them 
20)  Always make people think that you are smarter than you really are.  
21)  Always pretend that you are more moral and religious that you really are. 
22)  Is a racist – believes that people of color and of a different racist are inferior   
23)  Is a sexist – believes that men are superior over women 
24)  Is a eugenicist – believes that people with physical, mental, or genetic flaws    
 (weaknesses) should be purged from the human race. 
 
 
Profile #2 
*1) Never allow the public to cool off;  
*2) Never admit a fault or wrong;  
*3) Never concede that there may be some good in your enemy;  
 4) Never leave room for alternatives;  
*5) Never accept blame;  
 6) Concentrate on one enemy at a time; 
*7) Blame that enemy for everything that goes wrong 
*8) People will believe a big lie sooner than a little one; and  
*9) If you repeat it frequently enough people will sooner or later believe it. 
*10) Take advantage of every opportunity to raise a political whirlwind. 
*11) Always divide and conquer your enemies 
*12) Always take credit for something someone else has accomplished 
*13) Always embarrass your enemy 
*14) Always do others before they do you 
*15) Always Steal from the poor and give to the rich or keep it yourself 
*16)  Always keep the spot-light on you 
*17)  Always seek to maintain control of everything and everyone 
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*18)  Always use the leaser issue to cover the bigger issue 
*19)  If a person is disloyal get rid of him 
 *20) Always make people think that you are smarter than you really are.  
 *21)  Always pretend that you are more moral and religious that you really are. 
 *22)  Is a racist - believes that people of color and of a different race are inferior           
 *23)  Is a sexist – believes that men are superior over women 
 *24)  Is a eugenicist – believes that people with physical, mental, or genetic     
 flaws (weaknesses) should be purged from the human race. 
 

*The	answer	above	is	Profile	#1	a	profile	of	Hitler,	mostly	collected	during	WWII	
by	a	US	Government	Agency,	from	captured	Nazis	as	one	of	the	sources.		You	may	
have	correctly	observed	that	Profile	#2	(Trump’s	profile),	is	the	same	as	Profile	#1,	
(Hitler’s	Profile)	but	I	put	*star	beside	the	profile	statements	that	Trump	is	
currently	using.		Trump	is	determined	to	walk	in	Hitler’s	footprints	and	to	do	so,	he	
must	learn	to	think	and	act	like	Hitler.		
	
The	truth	is	that	Donald	Trump	has	been	attached	to	Hitler	for	scores	of		years.	The	
questions	I	need	to	get	evidence	for	are	when,	and	how	he	became	attached	to	
Hitler	and	why?		
	
Chart	#2	–	Demonstrating	Hitler’s	Systematic	Thinking	
	
Hitler’s	Basic	strategy	Book	‘Mien	Kumpf’	–	using		a	check	off	list	of		activities	for	
Flipping	a	Democracy	into	a	Dictatorship		
	
Hitler	had	a	kill	list	and	a	well	thought	out	kill	order,	which	he	did	not	violate.	
The	first	list	is	random	–	(in	no	order)	and	#2nd	list	is	a	strategic	order	to	execute/	
kill	different	targeted	populations.	I	have	put	an	*	in	front	of	items	on	the	Hitler’s	
kill	list	that	Trump	has	started	to	address	in	his	first	4	years.		
						
I.	Random	List	 	 	 	 					II.	The	Order	of	Execution	*=	Trump	start	
1. Jews		 	 	 	 	 	 *1.		Whistle	Blowers	–On	his	team	 	
2. Russians	 	 	 	 	 *2.	Parliament	–Government	bodies	
3. Whistle	Blowers	 	 	 	 *3.	The	Elderly		
4. Other	European	Countries	 	 *4.	Physically	weak	and	Sick	Children	
5. Christians	 	 	 	 	 		5.	Mentally	Ill	
6. Physical	Weak	and	Sick	Children	 *6.	Jews	
7. The	Elderly		 	 	 	 	*7.	Christians	 	 	 	
8. Gays	and	Persons	of	color	 	 	*8.	Other	European	Countries	
9. Parliament	 	 	 	 													*9.	Gays	and/or	Persons	of	Color	 				
10.	Mental	Health	 				 	 											*10.	Russians	
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From	Hitler’s	kill	list	I	could	project	the	population	that	President	Trump	would	
work	on.	
I	belief	that	Trump	is	doing	his	best	to	stay	on	Hitler’s	executing	order.		Too	many,	
even	those	in	the	media,	see	Trump	as	being	unstable.	They	ask	in	print	or	voice	–	
“Why	did	Trump	do	that?”	“Wasn’t	that	a	dumb	thing	to	do?	“	“Isn’t	his	talking		
ridiculous?”	Good	questions!	But	however	he	may	appear	to	you,	the	facts	are	that	
he	is	working	on	Hitler’s	blueprint	for	taking	over	a	nation	(strategy)	and	has	also	
started	covering	the	lists	of	people	and	organizations	that	Hitler	has	identified	for	
crucial	action	before	and	while	at	war.	In	many	instances	he	does	something	on	his	
own,	or	follows	someone’s	advice	and	he	gets	off	track	of	the	Hitler	agenda.	
Recognizing	this,	he	then	stops	what	he	is	doing	and	puts	his	mind	back	into	
Hitler’s	playbook	or	roadmap.			There	are	times	when	Trump	also	appears	
perturbed	or	distorted,	then	disappears	and		shows	up	in	Tweets,	his	favorite	
manipulating	tool,	where	he	can	follow	the	blueprint	without	any	public	feedback.		
		
Trump	and	the	Elderly	-	#3	on	the	get	rid	of	list.	
	
Before	COVID-19	Trump	had	starting	working	his	plan	for	getting	rid	of	the	
Elderly,	for	the	same	reason	Hitler	did,	to	kill	them	and	use	that	Government	
money	to	prepare	for	war.		“(The	Love	of	Money	is	the	Root	of	all	Evil.)”		He	chose	a	
strategy	he	could	use	legally	as	President;	cut	the	budget	of	Medicaid	Elderly	and	
other	poor	Americans,	remove	or	reduce	food	stamps	and	other	federal	help	to	the	
sick	Elderly	on	Medicaid.	If	he	wins	the	presidency	and	then	move	further	down	
Hitler		kill	list	he	will	mass	eliminate		the	Elderly.	When	the	COVID-19	pandemic	
showed	up,	Trump	now	had	help	with	completing		goal	#3;	getting	rid	of	the	
Elderly.																																																																																																																	
	
Trump	has	a	sure	way	for	an	Elderly	high	death-rate	since	the	deadly	COVID-19	by:	
		
1)	not	properly	responding	to	the	virus;	
2)	down-playing	the	seriousness	of	the	condition	
3)	withholding	information		and	supplies		
4)	working	against	the	Medical	Professions		and	not	adhering	to	their	safety											
	 programs	and	recommendations;		
5)	moving	too	quickly	to	open	up	schools	and	non-essential	businesses	
6)	not	working	with	the	house	and	senate	to	approve	a	new	work	stimulus	
7)	constantly	promoting	to	the	public		non-scientific	dangerous	interventions	for	
	 combating	the	current	virus.	
				 	
Most	USA	citizens		are	troubled	as	to	why	Trump	would	not	intervene	with	COVID-
19	before	200,000	+	citizens	died.	Most	of	his	replies	reveal		what	seemed	to	be	an	
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“oh	well,	they	were	going	to	die	anyway”	an	amoral	(without	any	emotion)	response	
and	attitude,	which	was		Hitler’s	mindset.	On	Hitler’s	planned	death	schedule	was	
killing	the	Elderly	German	population	which	is		3rd	on	the	Kill	list,	and	his	goal	was	
to	kill	30,000	elderly,	saving	the	government			$300,	-	400,000	annually.	If	Trump	
has	any	notion	of	being	better	than	Hitler	by	the	numbers	of	each	population	to	be	
terminated,	Trump	could	past	Hitler’s	number	of		300,000	elderly	deaths	probably	
between	the	spring	of	year	2021	and	2022.		
	
I	have	presented	strong,	research-supported	evidence	that	supports	the	notions	
that	Donald	J	Trump	is	well	trained	in	all	phases	of	Nazism	and	is,	as	the	President	
of	United	States	of	America,	a	practicing	disciple	of	Adolph	Hitler	and	a	member	of		
the	Nazi	Movement	in	the	USA.	I	also	believe,	from	my	research,	that	Mr.	Trump,	
with	support	from	USA	Nazi	leadership	was	being	groomed	at	least	30	years		to	
enter	USA	Politics	as	a	candidate	for	the	USA	Presidency,	when	the	time	was	
appropriate	or	favorable.	However	I	need	more	information	data	to	answer	other	
related	questions	in	order	to	have	accurate	and	supported	data	on	the	
identification	of	the	REAL	Donald	J	Trump.	I	have	succeeded	in	moving	within	
reach	and	I	decided	to	search	for	more	information	by	opening	the	locked	doors	
that	Trump	uses	his	best	skills	to	keep	locked.			
	
And	Again	My	Research	Produced	Data	I	Needed			
	
Over	the	past	40+	years		as	a	brief	Psychotherapist,	Researcher	and	Profiler,	I	have	
questioned	my	clients	about	things	they	want	to	talk	about	while	hiding	important	
information	that	they	do	not	want	to	talk	about.		However,	there	is	a	key	of	sorts	
for	every	locked	door.	In	Trumps	case	he	is	known	to	have	hidden	his	tax	records	
and	kept	them	secret	regardless	of	the	cost,	his	college	records,	his	true	health	
records,		and	his	real	worth.	Additionally,	he	has	hidden	the	Real	Trump	from	
almost	everyone.		On	this		past	research	endeavor	why	couldn’t	I	get	data	in	
regards	to	Trump’s	training	in	Nazism	and	the	3	Books	of	Hither?	And	why	did	his	
family	change	their	name	(from	Trumpf	a	German	name	to	just	plain	Trump)	
before	coming	to	the	United	States	of	America	as	immigrants?		Why	did	he	identify	
his	family	clan	as	being	from	Sweden	when	it	was	Germany?	Then	it	dawned	on	me	
that	he	may	be	hiding	that	he	and	his	family	were	all	Germans	until	his	grandfather	
came	to	America	and	married	an	Irish	lady.	Why	did	they		want	to	cover	up	their	
real	race	and	culture	so	badly	that	Trump	and	other	Germans	in	America	were	not	
revealing	his	ethnicity	and	background?	Were	they	being	careful	not	to	make	it	a	
conversation	outside	of	the	German	world,	is	what	I	was	researching	to	find	out.	So	
I	focused	on	the	Trump	Family	Clan.	Here	is	what	my	new	research	revealed	from	
six	different	research	sources.	
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Source #1 The New York Times, Article- 
“Stalking the Trump Family Roots”   

In search of the president’s forebears,  
Oct 16, 2018 

 
 
Fact #1. The Trump Clan was from what is now a modern Germany State 
 and which is the birthplace of the Nazi movement and not Sweden as the 
President has claimed as a family clan strategy, in-order to not be 
associated with Hitler and Nazism in moving to America because they were 
Nazis menbers.  
 

Source #2 Scoop	Independent	on-line	News	

Article: The America of Trump’s Father: an Aspirational Fascism Reigned in 
New York, Author Wayne Madsen, October 2, 2019 

Fact #2. New York and its suburbs in Long Island and New Jersey had a vibrant 
community of first- and second-generation German Americans, the latter having 
included Fred Trump, Sr., a rising star in real estate and retailing. 

Fact #3. Also active in the New York-New Jersey region was the German American 
Association an organization that supported Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Party and the goals 
and aspirations of the “New Germany.” 

Fact #4. This organization had been created in May 1933 on the orders of German 
Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess. The first leader was German immigrant Heinrich 
“Heinz” Spanknöbel, who initially called his group the “Friends of New Germany.” 
In fact, the Organization was nothing more than an overseas extension of the 
German Nazi Party and it took its orders directly from Berlin 

Fact #5. The Organization established its national headquarters at 178 East 85th 
Street in the heavily German neighborhood of Yorkville in Manhattan and only 
accepting as members Americans of German descent.  

Fact #6. The height of the American Nazi Organization activities was a February 
20, 1939 rally at New York City’s Madison Square Garden. It drew some 20,000 
members and Nazi supporters 
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Fact #7. These recent immigrants, who would become leaders across America, 
were later involved in espionage for the German Gestapo and military intelligence 
before and during World War II. 

. Fact #8. One German American who did not hide his far-right views was Fred 
Trump, Sr., the father of Donald Trump.  

*Fact #9. In 1927, there were few organizations for far-right extremists like Fred 
Trump to join. One was the KK.  

*Fact #10. On May 31, 1927, Fred Trump was arrested by police while 
participating in a Ku Klux Klan march in his home borough of Queens in New 
York.  

*Fact #11.The elder Trump was publicly known to be a racist and he refused to 
rent his apartments in Queens and Brooklyn to African Americans.  

Fact t#12. Fred Trump’s had a FBI file – which includes the 1927 arrest at the KKK 
march pre-war and immediate post-war racial activities.  

Fact #13 Old Man Trump continued his racist ways after the war and the FBI 
began monitoring the elder Trump’s association with Mafia syndicates in New York. 

Fact #14. Like Old Man Trump,  the Famed Aviator Charles Lindbergh – there was 
no question of their sympathies to the racial policies of Hitler and the “New 
Germany.” 

Fact.#15. Lindbergh, a known Nazi sympathizer, stressed his Swedish descent to 
defend against charges that he was a supporter of Hitler 

Fact #16. It is also interesting that after the war, following in the pattern of 
Lindberg,for the same reasons, President Trump insisted that he was of Swedish 
descent. When In fact, Trump’s father, Old Man Frederick Trump, was an 
immigrant from Kallstadt, Bavaria (Germany) one of Germany’s 16 Federal States.  

Fact #16.It is also interesting that Donald Trump’s  September 24 speech before 
the UN General Assembly was no different than the “America First” rantings of 
Lindbergh before audiences consisting of people who shared the racist beliefs of 
Old Man Trump and his son,Donald Trump. 

Among this research finding is the  Data that I needed to answer the questions 
about the time line for Trump learning The Nazi pathways to Flipping a Democracy 
into a Dictatorship and where the Hitler education and training took place, Is as 
follows. 
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Fact #. 17.The American Nazi Organizations mirrored the Hitler Youth programs in 
Germany by establishing several Nazi youth camps and teacher in  notable Camp 
Nordland, Camp Will and Might, Camp Bergwald in New Jersey, Camp Siegfried in 
Sussex County on Long Island in New York, and Camp Highland in upstate New York, 
outside of the town of Windham. Schools, Youth Organizations, and Dad or Grandad 
teachers.  

Fact # 18. *His son, Donald, kept a book of Hitler’s speeches of Hitler on his bed 
stand for a reason. For his father Fred who constantly  instilled Donald  his family 
business heir, a strong belief in the causes and information of the Nazis and the 
Local American German Organization.) It was revealed that the books and material 
were his fathers, with Donald having some Nazi materials in Donald’s room to 
study. According to Nazi standing boy were to begin training at the age of 5. 
Additionally, There approved mail members and their son’s attend the  Nazi local 
organization for to watch Hitler radio or taped moves twice per week.  

*Old Man Trump also suspiciously volunteered, after dodging the World War II 
draft, to construct Navy barracks and garden apartments in at least three highly 
sensitive Navy ports in Chester, Pennsylvania; and Norfolk and Newport News, 
Virginia.  

*All three ports saw thousands of American and Canadian troops embarked for 
combat in North Africa and Europe. Some of these troop ships fell prey to German 
U-boats, which received intelligence on the Allied ship movements from Nazi 
agents in the very same port areas where Old Man Trump so “generously” bid on 
construction contracts with the Navy. 

Today, *Donald Trump, who has championed concentration camps for asylum 
seekers and homeless people, torn babies from their parents, and praised neo-
Nazi marchers in Virginia, echoes the political vitriol of his father’s era and local 
Bund ( Nazi organization) .  
	

 
SOURCE #3. The	Entercept	Article	

Robert	Mackey	-	May	21	2020	

Title – “Trump follows in the foot steps of Adolf Hitler” 

In	1938,	Henry	Ford	accepted	Nazi	Germany's	highest	honor	for	foreigners,	The	
Grand	Cross	of	the	German	Eagle,	for	his	service	to	the	Third	Reich.	The	award	was	
presented	by	two	Nazi	diplomats	in	Detroit,	along	with	a	personal	message	from	
Adolf	Hitler.		
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On	May	21,	2020	Trump	Hails	thr“Good	Bloodlines”	of	Henry	Ford,	Whose	Anti-
Semitism	Inspired	Hitler.	Trump has made no secret of his own belief that he 
inherited	everything	from	intelligence	to	an	ability	to	withstand	pressure	through	
the	“great	genes”	passed	on	to	him	by	his	parents	and	grandparents	(White	
Supremacy)	.	
Donald	Trump’s	campaign	to	change	the	subject	from	the	coronavirus	pandemic	
took	a	bizarre	turn,	as	he	used	the	language	of	eugenics	(purging	and	mercy	
killing)	in	order	to	praise	Henry	Ford	a	Hitler	and	Nazi	supporter	and	Jew	hater.		
“I’m proud to have that German blood,” Trump once told an interviewer, 
a  Eugenics term .	

The president’s belief that Ford, the only American singled out for praise 
in Hitler’s “Mein Kampf,” should be in heaven. A statement by Trump 
denial of knowing anything about Nazis, but he know this fact- that Ford 
was the only non-German listed in Hitler’s first book.	

The New York Times reported in 1922 that Ford’s importance to Hitler was 
very obvious. “The wall beside his desk in Hitler’s private office is decorated 
with a large picture of Henry Ford.	

Trump’s praise of Ford on Thursday prompted Jonathan Greenblatt, the chief 
executive of the Anti-Defamation League, to demand an apology from the 
president for hailing a man who was “an antisemitic and one of America’s 
staunchest proponents of eugenics.” 

However, Mr. Greenblatt must not know that President Trump is a deeply 
trained disciple of Hitler, has been trained not to apologize to anybody for 
anything. 	
	
A	CASE	AGAINST	PRESIDENT	DONALD	J.	TRUMP	BEING	PRESIDENT	
	
I	have	made	a	case	supported	by	research	type	proof,	against	President	Donald	J.	
Trump	who	swore	with	his	hand	on	the	Bible,	to	Up-hold	the	current	constitution	
of	America	and	to	protect	all	American	citizens,	is	guilty	as	follows:	
			
1.) being	an	active	member	of	the	American	German	Nazi	party;		
2.) lying	and	deceiving	the	American	People	about	the	current	COVID-19	

dilemma;	
3.) Using	the	peoples	government	money	as	his	own	for	the	purpose	of	winning	

another	election	on	his	way	to	Dictatorship;	
4.) collusion	with	America	Enemies	to	receive	their	support	and	protection;	
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5.) being	a	disciple,	worshiper	and	defender	of	Hitler	and	all	other	members	of	
the	Nazi	party	in	America	and	through-out	planed	earth;		

6.) Lying	(faulty	information)	to	the	America	People;		
7.) being	a	racist	and		white	supremacist	(with	Eugenic	intentions	to	annihilate	

all	bona	fide	Christians,	non-Germans	(Non-Aryans	)	all	people	of	color,	the	
Elderly;	physically	and	mentally	flawed	Americans	of	all	races,	and	current	
elected	politicians.		

8.) plotting,		planting	and	using	Hitler’s	Blueprints	and	tactics	for	turning	the	
American	Democracy	into	a	self-serving	Dictatorship.		

	
I	am	posting	on	social	media	(Facebook	&	Link-In)	an		15	page	document	of	some	of	the	Research	
verifying	Who	the	REAL	Donald	J.	Trump	Is	-	under	the	title	“The	Real	Trump.”	
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